or family finding for. Adopters also appreciate speaking
to foster carers as they have more direct knowledge
of what it is like to care for the child/ren. Make sure no
identifying information about the child/ren’s birth family
or where they are currently living is shared.
It is important that on the day itself adopters do not
ask children personal or intrusive questions or have
a conversation about your child/ren in front of them
and within earshot. You may have to act sensitively to
protect the child/ren by changing the subject or using
distraction.
We acknowledge that this can be an emotional day for
everyone so please make sure you speak to us if you
have any worries or concerns about how you will all
manage the day.

And afterwards...
Talk to the children and foster carers about their
experience of the day and what they enjoyed.
Please give us feedback about what worked and what
did not work. It helps us to make improvements for the
next time.
Adopters can record an interest in a specific child/
ren on the day. At the register we gather these notes
of interest and will contact each social worker for the
child/ren with details of the adopters and their social
worker. It is then up to you to follow up enquiries as
promptly as possible.
Please make sure you read our top tips on preparing
children and on attending an Activity Day.
Thank you for your willingness to participate in this
event. We know this means additional work for you
in terms of preparing and supporting your children.
Hopefully together we can make this a positive
experience for all the children who are attending
the day.

Get in touch with us with any questions or
suggestions by using the contact details provided.

SCOTLAND’S ADOPTION REGISTER
Great Michael House,14 Links Place,
Edinburgh, EH6 7EZ
www.scotlandsadoptionregister.org.uk
T: 0131 526 3240
E: sar@adoptionregister.scot
Find us on IIII

ADOPTION
ACTIVITY
DAYS
Information for
Social Workers and
Foster Carers

What is an Adoption Activity Day?
Activity Days are an opportunity for adopters to
directly meet children who are waiting for an adoptive
family. Initially Adoption Activity Days were primarily
organised for children for whom other family finding
methods failed, but increasingly it has been found that
the days can be a helpful part of the matching process
for many children. In a lot of situations the chance to
meet the child/ren gives a richer sense of who they
are, and provides a more reliable basis for starting to
explore a match, than having the child described by
someone else or simply looking at profiles.
We started organising Activity Days in Scotland in
2015 and people’s experience of securing successful
matches as well as positive feedback on the day has
allowed us to continue organising the events.

What is the purpose of the day?
Adoption Activity Days give adopters an opportunity
to respond directly to a range of children and to make
a personal connection with them. This allows children
to be seen as people who may have some additional
difficulties rather than them being defined by their
complex needs and histories.

“

The volunteers
and organisers did
an amazing job and
the environment
during the event
was relaxed and fun
throughout.

”

Activity Day feedback from a social worker

But these days are a “cattle market”,
a “circus” or a “fashion parade”
for children
There are concerns about exposing children to the
family finding process by directly meeting adopters.
You may have worries that children will feel hurt and
rejected if they are not ‘chosen’ by adoptive parents.
Everyone is conscious of the risk that children may
experience rejection if no family expresses an interest
in them, but the evidence from previous events is
that if the preparation is handled carefully this risk
can be minimised. There are of course some similar
risks whichever method of family finding is used. The
greater worry and risk is that children, who are a bit
older or have specific difficulties, may never be found
a permanent family if we do not find ways of helping
adopters consider as wide a range of children as
possible. The key lesson from earlier events is that
we need to consider each child’s individual situation
carefully and make sure the preparation for the Activity
Day takes account of their level of understanding and
their particular needs, anxieties and hopes.

How do I get prepared for the day?
If you have never attended an Activity Day before, it
is important that you come along to an information
session organised by us or that you make time
to watch the DVD we created about Activity Days
(Contact us for more information or to get a copy of
the DVD).

The session lasts about 2 hours and will give you
more information about what to expect, who will be
there and who does what. If you cannot attend the
information session or watch the DVD, please
contact us and we will be happy to talk to you about
the day and make sure you have all the information
you require.

What is your role on the day?
You are there to support the child/ren you are
responsible for. If you are a social worker you are
also responsible for supporting the foster carers
accompanying them. It is really important that
everyone coming along with the child/ren are positive
about them attending the event and that it will be a fun
afternoon with lots to do.
You also have a role in engaging and encouraging
adopters to interact with the child/ren and speak
with you. Adopters will understandably be feeling
nervous, apprehensive and somewhat unsure about
approaching children. Be friendly, draw them into
activities – this may mean you may have to stand
back a little bit and let the adopter interact with the
child/ren. Adopters have often felt that they are being
assessed again. Please be mindful that they are
nervous and they may not be presenting as relaxed as
they would in other circumstances.
You will have the opportunity to see children play and
interact with adopters and speak to adopters directly
about the needs of the children you are looking after

